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Reflection on the Examination Concert 
“Music Approching Differences”

Davide Rodrigues

Music happens through the encounter between people or even by meeting 
ourselves in one single creative moment. It springs from confrontation and 
approach and by recognizing something of our own in the difference and 
often opposite world. The diversity and variety of what we are as people is 
constantly reflected in the music we make but then again we tend to feel 
"safer" on similarity, with just a little bit more of the same thing.

Boundaries are constantly broken in the revelation of new ideas and this 
clash becomes inevitable.

In this concert, "Music Approaching Differences" with pieces composed 
almost entirely for the event, this clash is provoked and encouraged by 
putting together music and instruments that probably don´t find each other 
so often.
Most of the music presented in this concert, started with small 
constelations with duos or trios which naturally leaded to something 
different, leaving behind a trace of what is the musicians essence..

With the Senegalese Sabar as the host, a lot of communication and 
interaction will happen between the different musical idioms played on 
other instruments such as the Accordion, or the VelvLira and even the 
Violin, making of Music a truly universal language..

___________________________________________________
Davide Rodrigues 2014



 
 

Concert Program and Specifications 
”Music Approaching Differences” 

Davide Rodrigues ExamensKonsert 
 
 

 
 

 Introduction with Sabar Drum ”Baye Faal” 
(Coming on stage…) 

 
Concert starts with tradicional religious Baye Fall chant and drumming from Senegal on which the 

singing and the percussion have a close interaction. 
 
 

Yirime Gueye- Nder drum & Thioul 
Davide Rodrigues- Nder drum & Baala 

Dawcoumba Diop- Thioul 
Abdulaye Diop- Tungunee & Baye Fall Chant 

Nikolas Viisanen- Mbengue mbengue 
 

______________________________ 
 

 
 

Davide´s Percussion Solo 
 

On this solo totally improvised, an overview of the concert´s rhythmical landscape is 
demonstrated. A lot of dynamics are explored in this self chosen set of sounds. 

 
 
 

______________________________ 
 

 
”Abrigo”  

 
Using a small theme composed by the accordionist Isak Bergstrom as inspiration, this piece 

explores the interesting dynamic between the Accordion and the Drum with a short vocal choir 
intro with swedish Kulning. 

 
Davide- Perc. & Vox 

Isak Bergstrom- Accordion & Vox 
Malin Gunnarsson Thunell- Kulning 

 
 
 
 



______________________________ 
 
 
 

Malin & Davide 
 

Voice and Drums are two of the most intuitive instruments and this duo explores this basic 
aspect of the music. A mix of musical language and texture springs up a very melodic piece 

where both interpreters find a good balance between this two intruments. 
 

Malin Gunnarsson- Vox 
Davide- Perc. & Vox 

 
 

______________________________ 
 
 
 

”Zarabatana” 
 

For long time Johannes Hellman (Velvlira) and Davide Rodrigues (Percussion) were aiming to 
work together and put in practice this interesting duo. This song ”Zarabatana” makes a 

powerful statement on that. Not only with a lot of vocal percussion but also with the melodic 
and very rhythmical intepretation from Johannes velvlira.  

 
Johannes Hellman- VelvLira 

Davide- Perc. & Vox 
 

______________________________ 
 

 
 
 

”No TransversAu” 
 

In this piece the music intends to reveal the great contrast between a simple and pentatonic 
melody and the full expressed free improvisation.  

 
Elias Frigård- Sax Soprano 
Guto Lucena- Sax Baritono 

Davide- Perc. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



______________________________ 
 

 
”Deslize” 

 
This piece started as a duo with bass (Rickard Jokela) and percussion and evolved naturally to 
a sextet with a interesting sound palette. The clear tipical senegalese groove supports an open 

spreaded melody that “slides” through the piece. 
 
  

Malin Gunnarsson- Vox 
David Lombardi- Violin 

Elias Frigård- Sax Soprano 
Rickard Jokela- Acoustik Bass 

Filipe Raposo- Piano 
Davide- Perc. 

 
______________________________ 

 
 

 
”Sagaz” 

 
A challenging theme that also started as a duo with the violinist David Lombardi became this 

octet with Strings, Piano and Sax Soprano. On this piece, inspired on the music from the 
swedish group Väsen, the Senegalese grooves and the ”SvenskSväng” are brought together on 

a very much arranged song.  
 
 

Malin Gunnarsson- Vox 
Davide Lombardi- Violin 1 

Anna Karlsson- Violin 2 
Johanna Nolgård- Viola 

Elias Frigård- Sax Soprano 
Rickard Jokela- Acoustik Bas 

Filipe Raposo- Piano 
Davide- Perc. &Vox 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



______________________________ 
 

 
”Navegar Navegar” 

(Fausto) 
 

A version of the portuguese song ”Navegar Navegar” from Fausto with a percussion arrangement 
on the Sabar and tradicional portuguese drums.  

 
Malin Gunnarsson- Vox 
Karl Tirén- Mandolin 

Johan Nilsson- Nylon Guitar 
Isak Bergstrom- Accordion 

Rickard Jokela- Acoustik Bass 
Filipe Raposo- Piano 

Guilherme Piedade- Perc. 
Davide- Perc. & Vox 

 
______________________________ 

 
 
 
 

Tandibeer & Dance 
 

A small but yet intense taste of the tradicional senegalese ”Tandibéer” 
Some of the most popular rhythms are performed for the dance with the complex and intrincate 

solo language of the Sabar drum aswell. 
 

 
Yirime Gueye- Nder drum & Thioul 

Davide Rodrigues- Nder drum & Baala 
Dawcoumba Diop- Thioul 

Abbe Diop- Tungunee 
Nikolas Viisanen- Mbengue mbengue 
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l 

 
                               Introduction 

 
 
 

 
The West African musical heritage is vast and diverse, even though, some common aspects can 
be found among the different musical traditions present there.  
From it´s root to the modern days, a strong identity remains within each culture and style.  
 
In Senegal, a distinctive sound gives a special feature to the music and this sound is rooted on 
the Sabar drum. Certain unexpected elements of this drumming, are somehow far beyond the 
most common perception of rhythm and pulse.  
This aspects of the Sabar drumming were a big challenge to my understanding and that it´s 
reason enough for me to play them and try to perceive it´s particular character.  
 
In the Senegalese musical tradition, there is a big number of cultural expressions and public 
events where the style, as well as the vibrant creativity of the Sabar percussion is 
demonstrated. But if there is a moment on which this idea becomes most clear, this would be 
the Tandibéer.  
The expressive and stylistic character of the Sabar drum playing is virtually exposed in the 
Tandibéer where drummers and dancers have the opportunity to show their creative strength 
and personality. 
 
In this event, where percussion and dance can be performed for more then four hours 
continuously, there are certain rules to be taken in account which are related not only to  the 
spiritual background of the music but also to the whole dynamic of the Tandibéer.  
Almost everything in the senegalese musical tradition can be related primmarly to 
Comunication and Speach. Only nowadays, music is beeing treated as a pure creative form of 
art carried out by the Griots (Guewels) and artists in general.                         
This communication skills are a very important part of the Sabar playing and the Tandibéer.  
 
From it´s beginning to the end, specific messages are sended which sometimes require specific 
answers and this happens within the music and the spoken word or Tassu.           
In general, the message is related to gratitude and good deeds of great people so, the more 
creative, original and daring new compositions (Baaks) are, more effective the communication 
becomes and more attention is drawn to what it´s said. 
 
So the Tandibéer must involve everybody and everyone must be involved and learn from this 
experience. That´s why it happens in public, becoming the most representative and important 
moment in the senegalese musical expression and of course, on Sabar percussion. 
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                                 Structure 

 
The diferent rhythms (Mbalax) performed on the Tandibéer are largely familiar to everyone and 
this rhythms are played in a specific sequence or structure that nowadays became rather open. New 
versions and interpretations of the old tradition are constantly springing up from the new 
generations. Nevertheless, tradition is the base to more creative and modern approaches whether 
they are accepted or not by the elders.  
At it´s root, the Sabar has a very strong and affirmative language and even older rhythms like 
Yaaba or Gumbé (Fig.1) that were transformed and reinterpreted into Barambaye (fig.2) have a 
quite clear role in the structure of the Tandibéer. This structure became common sense in 
Senegal´s cultural life to the point that anyone would know in which part the Tandibéer is, simply 
by recognizing the rhythm that is being played at that moment. 
                                     

 
                           Fig. 1) Yaaba rhythm 

                                                              Fig. 2)  Barambaye rhythm                                                                                          
 

Structure of the Tandibéer 
 

1- Sadji 
2- Ya ñu mom   
3- Tagunbaar/Ardin (2x) 
4- Farwudiaar 
5- Diep Bou Djen 
6- Barambaye/Ndeytt/  
7- MbaBass/ Ndagaytt 
8- Lëmbëll.  
 
Even though there are other rhythms out of this group, tradicionally this is the main frame of 
what is played on a Tandibéer. 
It´s important to say that apart the social and religious elements related to the Sabar, each one 
of this grooves have an important role for communication, dance and the whole dinamycs of 
the Tandibéer. 
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The Sadji 
 

On the very beginning, the Sadji is directly dedicated to the younger Guewels and beginners 
that wish to acheive a position on the ensemble. 
When people is still gathering and preparations are being made, young Sabar players take the 
opportunity to show themselves and their skills. 
This moment is very open and free of any special rules and it works as an ”open stage” for 
future talents to experiment new ideas and at the same time, do it in public and be seen by the 
more experienced sabar players.  
The Sadji has a very important role in the creative process of the new and modern playing, 
because it´s the only moment where there is actually total freedom to invent, create and 
demonstrate new things, new techniques and new sounds.. So everything becomes possible in 
Sadji. 

 

                              And the Tandibéer starts.. 
 
 
Ya ñu moom   

 
Ya ñu mom, Mame Bamba        (We belong to you Bamba) 
Ya ñu mom.. 
bu ñu dunde,                              (Whether in life or in death)  
bu nuy dee yëpp                         (or in death) 
Ya ñu mom                                 (We belong to you)* 
___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

In reference to the great Cheikh Amadou Bamba, one of the main figures in the Senegalese Muridism 
 
This are the very first words and signal of communication and speech in the Tandibéer. It is 
also a perfect example for two of the most important aspects in the Sabar music, the spoken 
word or Tassu as the root for what is played in the drums and the baaks or unisson phrases 
that brings up the distinct character of the Sabar.  
 
 

 
                                                              Fig. 3) Introductory baak “Ya ñu mom” 
______________________________________________________________________ 

* translation extracted from the book “Masters Of the Sabar Drum” of Patricia Tang 
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It´s interesting to verify in this introductory part, how connected the spoken word is to 
the musical arragement/baak and how strongly is rooted in it. 
This obviously  demonstrates the importance of language and communication in the 
senegalese percussion.  
So, music is always a mean to say something of great importance and clearly expect 
an answer from it. The phrase itself is quite strong and full of contrast and rather 
representative of how the Sabar should soundlike. The first tempo, after the time 
keeping clave or gallayñ (name for the stick played on the edge of the drum) is often 
omitted or implicit in the Sabar music and ”Ya ñu mom” expressively shows this 
(Fig.4)  

 

 
               Fig. 4 First tempo implict. 
 
It´s also possible to see the responsive motiv and contrast on the second half of the measure 
which are recurrent aspects in the Sabar. The inversion of ”guin tass” to ”ta guin” reflects 
clearly the text: Ya ñu mom (idea or question) Mame Bamba (conclusion or response) which 
forms the responsive motiv. 
On other hand the contrast, which goes actually through all the baak is evident on the sounds 
used in the phrase , making big jumps from “Tan” to “Guin” and vice versa. This contrast 
makes the motiv immediately understandable and listenable from far away. So it´s a perfect 
way to start an event that will go on for several hours. 
It should also be noted the unexpected feature refered previously on the 
introduction. A good example of this mark is on the 3rd mesure of the baak 
which is kind of a bridge between the two main motivs creating an ilusionary 
displacement of the beat. 
 

         
          Fig. 5 Unexpected motion in the melody 
 
                                                   
The Tagunbaar  
Here comes the “dirigeur”.. 
 
After the powerful intro Ya ñu mom, the lider of the ensemble makes he´s 
solo statement becoming clear who is conducting and cueing the music in the 
Tandibéer. Although the Tagunbaar is supposed to be an open solo, where the 
leader shows he´s skills and creativeness, there is a tipical/tradicional solo             Fig. 6) Nder drum 
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form (Fig. 7) which is performed on the Nder drum (the biggest and most powerfull drum in the 
ensemble. (Fig. 6). Through the Tagunbaar the dirigeur      
earns his respect. 
                                                                                                 

 
                                             Fig. 7) Tipical Tagunbaar solo  
 

On Fig. 7)  there´s a transcription of a tipical Tagunbaar solo. There´s no specific pulse in it and so 
it´s quite open tempo, similar to a rubato, even thought some drummers say there is in fact an 
implicit pulse.  
The kind of phrasing performed in a Tagunbaar is a great challenge to any Sabar  drummer. Only 
a truly skilled and experienced drummer can perform this kind of phrasing and it´s not only an 
effective way to set the Nder drummer as a leader of the ensemble but also to strengthen the bond 
with the rest of the troupe. It´s easy to see and feel when an ensemble is tight and connected and 
when it´s not. This connection, leader/Ensemble is constantly tested during the all Tandibeer so it´s 
very important to listen well and be aware in a Sabar ensemble.   
If we look at the first notes on Fig. 7, it´s possible to see a call/response motiv. The dirigeur calls 
with “Wran Bax” on the high tones and the rest of the group responds with “Gui Guin”  on the 
bass tone. If all the drummers are attentive they will respond imediactly. It´s a natural linguistic 
move like saying hello and respond. The second phrase is a reenforcement of the first idea as if the 
leader is saying “listen to me now!!” (Wra ta tan guin nan Bax) and the others respond “ok!!” (Gui 
guin). After this confirmation the leader goes through a set of fast phrases until it ends with what 
maybe is the inversion, once again of the first notes of the solo,“Ba tass, Ba tass, Ba tass …” and 
this gives time for the group to prepare for the next part. 
It´s also important to note on the beginning of the second line the passage “Ta ta bra trin ta bra ta 
pi pin ta na ba Tass” which is somehow the most intense and hard playing phrase of the  
Tagunbaar that explores in a great way the hand/stick kind of playing. 

 

                                         
                                               Fig. 8) intense passage of the Tagunbaar 
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Another common feature that is part of the Tagunbaar is the reference to certain important 
griots (Guewels). One good example is showed in Fig. 9 which is a bakk to be played in 
unisson that represents and honors the Ndiaye family, one of the important families of the 
Sabar tradition in Dakar.  

        
                                                   Fig. 9) the Ndiaye family phrase 

 
 
   The Ardin 
    ”The dance will soon come” 
 
 
 

                                        Fig. 10) Transition signal from the dirigeur and Ardin             
 

 
                                   
Ardin is the very first rhythm to be played in the Tandibeer and at the end of the tagunbaar solo, 
the dirigeur launches a signal phrase or Danell that once again is imediactly recognized by 
everyone in the ensemble that proceeds then with Ardin. This rhythm doesn´t include any dance, it 
announces that the dance is about to come and therefore the drummers have still some freedom to 
improvise. In fact the feel of Tagumbar continues somehow into Ardin and something very 
important begins to happen in the ensemble: The great dialog between the Nder drum and Tulli 
(see page 3. The Sabar drum family for ”Tulli”). The improvisation dialog among this two soloist 
drummers is very important in terms of dynamics. Until now the dirigeur with the Nder was the 
one making the cues and leading the ensemble and that will continue, but some of the cues now 
start also to be Tulli´s responsability, specially now, on Ardin rhythm where the tempo will 
accelerate substantially and the time signature will become 4/4 until a new Tagunbar comes. 
Another important aspect of Ardin is related to what most characterizes Sabar rhythms in general 
which is the low bass tone after the first tempo. The so called down beat assumes another 
perspective in the Sabar language and that is another unexpected feature of this music. 
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On Fig. 11, we can see a transcription of the tradicional cue from the Tulli that will change the 
time signature. 

 

 
                                       Fig. 11) Tulli drum cue for the up tempo 

 
After this uptempo cue followed by all the ensemble in 4/4 the Tulli drum will now make a 
phrase that is not improvised and it works like a cue again. Fig. 12). 

                     
 

 
                                                            Fig. 12) 
 
 

After the cue from the Tulli the closing baak is performed in tutti by the ensemble. Fig. 13) 
 

 
 

                                        Fig. 13) 
 

 
Now a second Tagunbaar takes place that will lead afterwards to a big crescendo. This 
increment of intensity is still within the rhythm Ardin and it has a bigger solo activity from 
the Nder. The rhythm will now became different after a small transition baak (Fig.14) and 
this new pattern is already a preparation to Farwudiaar, the next rhythm to be played. 

 

 
                                              Fig. 14) Transition to the 2nd Ardin pattern 
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 The Farwudiaar 
The women are ready for the dance 

      

 
                              Fig. 15) transition baak to Farwudiaar rhythm 
 

Farwudiaar is another triplet feel rhythm on the Tandibeer and this contrast and flow, in 
relation to Ardin, opens the music to the dance and the women join the event.  
Just like Ardin, the down beat seems displaced and in a triplet feel groove it becomes even 
more difficult to understand the pulse, Fig. 16. But this special feature intensifies even more 
the feeling for the dance and it´s an invitation to integrate everybody into the music. 
So in Fawudiaar the Tandibeer moves a step forward in dynamic and intensity, even though 
it´s not yet the highest climax. 

 
 

 

                                          Fig. 16) Farwudiaar rhythm 
 

Now with the music being played for the dance the soloists (Nder and Tulli) will have to be 
fully connected not only to the other drummers but mainly to the dancers so communication 
becomes also much more intense and quicker.  
The solo in Farwudiaar, like in Ardin or Tagunbaar is the moment for improvisation and 
drummers have some freedom to express themselves. However there is a tipical solo that is the 
base for other kind of interpretations. Now that dancers are also participating and the solo is 
suposed to go with it. they are also familiarized of course with the traditional kind of phrasing 
in Farwudiaar´s solo. 
Fig. 16) 

 
 
                       Fig. 17) Tipical farwudiaar solo with response from the ensemble 
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The Diep bou Djen 
The rice with fish is tasty.. 
 
With Diep bou Djen the Tandibeer reaches it´s climax. It´s the fastest and most filled up 
rhythm of them all and physically intense for the drummers and dancers.  
Sometimes when Diep bou Djen starts people just get up and run around in extase for now the 
dance is fully warmed up.  
Although this rhythm may seem simple and very easy to learn, to actually play it on a real life 
Tandibeer  situation it´s not for every drummer, due to the fast tempo. Nowadays it´s possible 
to find young groups playing Diep bou Djen at an amazingly fast tempo but that is not 
appreciated by everyone because it breaks the dance and this is considered by some, the main 
dance rhythm in all the event. 
The Mbalax or base groove it´s in 4/4 contrasting with Farwudiaar for a stronger ”change” 
effect and it is simply the bass tone playing time or quarter notes with the left hand and the two 
16th notes before the beat with the stick or gallayñ. I´m not getting deeply into the complex 
polyrythmical aspects of the rhythms because that would generate it self  another style 
analysis, but in Diep bou Djen the different voices played on each drum produce a truly 
musical and powerfull effect.  
On Fig. 18, we can see a full transcription of the Diep bou Djen rhythm with all the drums. 

 
 

 
                                                     Fig. 18) the Diep bou Djen rhythm 

 
As we can see, the interlocking of the different voices is truly complex and the practical 
result, when it´s successfully played, forms One strong groovy voice. 
In Diep bou Djen there are at least 5 different lines played by different drums with distinct 
sound, however some drums are closly related. For example the Nder and the Baala drums 
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have a close interaction in the groove as well as the talmbat and the tulli which perform a 
fundamental base role on the ensemble. The Tungunee appearing alone in this trasncription, 
work closely together with a second tungunee not represented here though.  
Another common feature of the Diep bou Djen and the other danced rhythms are the 
intermediate baaks and choreographies. This moments, differently from the improvised solo 
part, are the conclusion and release of all the tension created before. That´s what brings people 
high up emotionally and it happens repeatedly during the Diep bou Djen.   
On Fig. 19, is represented one of the most tipical baaks in Diep bou Djen. 

 

                             Fig. 19 Diep bou Djen tipical baak 

 
The Barambaye/Ndeytt 
The old ritual 

 

 
 

                                                    Fig. 21 Transition to Barambaye 
 

On Fig. 21, we see how the rhythm Barambaye starts. At a given moment, the dirigeur plays 
the first cue notes on the Nder drum to end Diep bou Djen (”ba tass.. ba tass.. Guin”) slowing 
down radically the tempo. 
This last ”Guin” it´s a response from all the ensemble and this section can be repeated until the 
leader is sure that everybody understood, much like what happened in the end of Tagunbaar. 
(Pag. 8). 
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Supposedly, Barambaye was orignated on old Lebbu* spiritual rituals like ”bëketë bëketë” that 
existed for protection of the new borns on their baptism day and so it has a deep meaning in 
the Tandibeer which brings the ensemble together again. 
In relation to the dynamics the barambaye has a much slower pace then Diep bou Djen and a 
special triplet feel that doesn´t resemble to Farwudiaar for example. I personally chose to 
transcribe this rhythm in 3/4 even though 6/8 might be closer to reality. This choice is related to 
the very special sound of this rhythm. As we can see on Fig. 21, the second stroke, on the 
Barambaye line is stressed or ”antecipated”. It´s something more then an accent, it´s a slight 
accelaration which is then compensated and relaxed on the next few notes of the pattern. This 
very special feature brings the ”Guewëlë” or particular ”taste” to the Sabar and therefore, 
becoming hard to transpose into to writen notation. It´s something that relies on experience and 
listening. This aspect is constantly present through all the Tandibeer, specially in the solos and 
baaks, but Barambaye is a rhythm that explores also this flexible flow of time.  
Within Barambaye, another rhythm may happen eventually.  
Ndeytt is one of the most popular and used grooves in modern sengalese music and it was 
originated on the city of Kaolakh which can also be the name for this rhythm. There´s a 
particularly “dansable”  feeling in it and it´s  easy to listen aswell. Not the most simple one to 
play though. So, coming from Barambaye in triplet feel, the Ndeytt brings back the 4/4 and 
maybe a relative sense of acceleration. It´s interesting to note that earlier on the Tandibeer the 
Ardin rhythm makes this time signature change but in the opposite sense. 4/4 to 6/8 (Fig. 12, page 
10). 

 

                                      Fig. 22) The Ndeytt rhythm 
 

 
                                                                   Fig. 23)  

 
 

This closing baak on Fig. 23 is also the signal (danell) to start the next rhythm Mbabass and once 
again is the Nder drum that brings this call to the ensemble. And it´s interesting to notice, how 
effectively it builds a bridge between Ndeytt and Mbabass . 

 
______________________________________________________________________ 

*Lebbu – name of the fisherman people in Senegal that are very connected to spiritual rites 
”Masters of the Sabar drum” Patricia Tan 
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The Mbabass/Ndagaytt 
The drum can Talk 
 
Mbabass and Ndagaytt are recent suplements of the Tandibeer, being created probably during the 
20th century by drummers that are still playing today. This are rhythms dedicated to another kind 
of instrument, the Talking Drum or Tama. Another drum was used also on Mbabass the Gorong 
Mbabass that is in the origin of the title. This drum is basically a Thioul tuned high up, (see page 3, 
the ”Sabar Drum Family” for ”Thioul”). 
Despite the fact that this rhythm is not always played in the Tandibeer, it has a very special 
expressive character due to the linguistic ability of the Tama drum and Gorong Mbabass. The 
Tama is often used to induce trance into people because of this unique aspect. 
 

 

                                     Fig. 24) Transition to Mbabass rhythm 
 
 
 

The transition from Barambaye to Mbabass is transcribed on Fig. 23. The beginning makes a clear 
statement on the high tones that something new is about to come and the answer (tutti) from the 
ensemble on the bass tones confirms it. On the second bar of the second line is actually where 
Mbabass is announced after the very clear 8th notes previously. 
On the last two bars of the transcription is represented the base groove (Mbalax). This is 
considered by some people to be the most complex of all the rhythms in the senegalese 
repertoire. The base line it self is quite complex with 16th ”flamed” notes being played on 
the uptempo and the orquestration with the other drumms is not less intricate. That´s 
probably why this rhythm is not always played by every group. Also the Ndagaytt rhythm is 
only played when there are Tamas on the ensemble otherwise is Mbabass that is used.  
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                                           Fig. 25) Ndagaytt Rhythm 

 

The Ndagaytt rhythm, show some similarity to Ardin (Page 10, Fig. 14), but the sound of the 
Tama drum in it, gives a different flow to the groove only perceivable by listening. 
On Fig. 26 a short example of a Tama solo is showed. The arrow sign represent the up pitched 
tones characteristic of this drum.  
 
 

 

                                      Fig. 25 Tama solo example 
 
 
 

 
The Lëmbëul 
“Le ventilateur” 
 
 
The Tandibeer reaches it´s final part with Lëmbëul. At this moment all the energy from the 
drummers are in the limit and Lëmbëul, a triplet feel with round flow and medium tempo 
brings some release to the event. This rhythm is tipically for the women to dance.  
Often a sensual connection happens between the drummers and the dancers. This rhythm is 
also related to a private event specially for women and the drummers called Tur.  
This rhythm has a special flow because of the three stick strokes places over the down beat 
ad the bass tone appears on the 3rd eight note of the first tempo. This characteristic pushes 
the pulse considerably ahead. 
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                                      Fig. 26) Lëmbëul starting phrase 
 
  

On Fig. 27 we see the starting phrase for Lëmbëul. Once again we verify that it begins with 
high pich tones played with the and and the stick to signal the change. This are obviously the 
most audible tones when a full ensemble of at least 7 people is playing. Also here on this 
baak is particularly evident the responding and conclusive motiv on the bass tones “Guin.. 
gui guin.. guin Guis after “Wra.. wra wra.. Wra”. This motivic reflexion is very frequent in 
this kind of orquestrated percussion music, because it´s a quite effective way to connect the 
different voices on the ensemble through the repetition or reenterpretation of motivs. 

 

 
                                                  Fig. 28) Lëmbëul 

 
 
                                                        Davide Rodrigues 2014 
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Conclusion 
 
 

 
Folk music in general has to do with oral impart and practical experience. What i intend to say here 
is that knowledge, learning, and transmition is a lot related to listening, playing and human 
interaction on the field.  
Due to the fact that traditional music is almost entirely a local manifestation of natural and 
spontaneous musical impulses through art, very much apart of big institutionalized rules, the 
diversity and sometimes complexity makes it a big challenge to analize or systematize. And that´s 
the beauty of it! 
 
The Sabar tradition in Senegal is no exception and it´s background always relies on oral 
transmition which per se was developed in a very special way with a vocal rhythmical language 
very similar to what exists in India for example. 
To learn and experiment with this music in this way has been a truly great revelation for me. A 
tradition with such different expression and distance from what I already had as a musician before, 
made me constantly, open new windows for my own creative work.  
 
From all the contact and learning i have been having with the Sabar, i always strived to find a 
more clear perspective and overview about how it is played and how it sounds like. All the time, 
my experience was very limited and too much specific. I could learn small parts of this tradition 
now and then, here and there and so my knowledge of it was very much dispersed with no outlook 
what so ever. 
 
Like in other kinds of Folk Music the reportoire is often reinterpreted and there are a lot of 
different versions of the same thing which makes it therefore very much diverse. So on my search 
for a real overall notion i realized that the Tandibeer was the perfect window for it. The variety of 
rhythms played , the structure the dynamics the language, everything happens on this 4 hours event 
and so i understood that if i could learn and work on this aspect of the Sabar i could then acheive at 
least some perspective. And that was indeed the result. Beside the fact that i perfected my 
knowledge on some rhythms i already knew and learned some others that i never quite understood 
well, i could see, throught this Style Analysis, how the different parts and grooves interact with 
each other and what effect and purpouse they have on the structure of the Tandibeer.   
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Musical Qualities Plan 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

- Clear and strong 
comunication aspects 
on which the form is 
deeply dependent. 
 
- Intense use of 
contrast and dynamics 
through big intervals 
between bass tones and 
high tones  
 
- effective progression 
of the rhythmical 
energy with resonable 
time signature 
changes. 
 
- Intense expressive 
character through the 
use of “Pichable” 
drums like Tama 
(Talkig drum). 
 
- Rich melodic bass 
tone orquestration. 

- Tempo rubato on 
solos like Tagunbaar 
 
- The first tempo of the 
mesure is implicit. 
 
- Great importance of 
the second tempo with 
the bass tone. 
 
- Beat flexibility 
through the use of 
variable accetuantions. 
 
- Constant use of  
accelarando related 
not only to the dance 
but structure 
development. 
 
- Effective and intense 
use of the flam stroke 
originated by the 
hand/stick type of 
playing.  
 
 

- The Tandibeer starts 
with a clear dense 
heavy pattern and 
towards the end 
becomes more loose, 
flexible and 
polirythmical. 
 
- The first rhythms 
make less use of the 
different tone in the 
drum. (Less complex)  
 
- The rhythms diep bou 
djen and mbabass 
makes much use of 
ghostnotes and 
expressive fills within 
the groove. 
 
. The use of high pitch 
tones to make cues or 
signals. 
 
- Clear linguistic 
features on the playing 
and phrasing making 
non-musical words 
into music. 
 
- Solos often present 
metrical modulation. 3 
over 4 ex. 
 
- Frequent use of 
inverted motivs.  

- Evident significance 
of the hand instead of 
the stick because of 
more tone variaty in 
the hand strokes. 
 
- Two different stick 
strokes and 3 different 
hand strokes. 
 
- Nine different tone 
combinatios using 
hand/stick: tan, guin, 
pin, bax, wran, bran, 
ca, Wré, drin. 
 
- Open bottom drums 
(Baala, Nder)  have 
oposite tone playing 
techniques in relation 
to close bottom drums 
(Tulli, Talmbat). Open 
bottom bass tone in the 
middle of the head, 
closed bottom on the 
edge of the head. 
  

- Tulli and Talmbat 
drums have variable 
tuning depending on 
which voice thay play. 
 
 
- Five different bass 
tone tunings to creat 
the rich orquestration 
(Baala, tungunee 1, 
tungunee 2, tulli, 
Talmbat)  
 
 
- Tulli and Talmbat are 
played seated, the rest 
standing or with a 
stand. 

 
EXPRESSIVE 
QUALITIES 

 
STRUCTURAL  

ASPECTS 

GENERAL 
MUSICAL 

QUALITIES 

 
TECHNICAL 
QUALITIES 

 
TECHNICAL 

ISSUES 
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Rhythmic Mneumonics notation & Pronunciation 
 

 

 
    (Mneumonic system  from Patricia Tang book ”Master of the Sabar drum” Page 101) 

 
 
 
 

VOCAL SOUND                             AS PLAYED IN THE DRUM_______ 
 

       1) TAN                                                High pich open sound 
                                                                    with the stick. 

 
       2) GUIN                                              the deepest Bass sound  
                                                                    in the drum. 
 
       3) CA or txa                                         Short dry sound played 

                    with the stick against the  
                    head of the drum. 
 
4) BAX or bakh                               Strong slap sound played 
                    with hand on the edge of the drum. 
 
5) TEIT                   Highest pitch sound played 
                    with stick and the left hand  
                    muffles the drum. 
 
6) NA                    Soft sound played with the tip  
                    of the stick. 
 
7) WRAN                   Flam combination open left  
                    tone and Tan sound. 
 
8) BRAN                                              Flam combination left hand slap 
                    and Tan sound. 
 
9) DRIN                                                Flam combination right hand stick 
                                                              open tone. 

______________________________________________________________________ 
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                        The Sabar instrument Family 
 
   

The "nder" (Fig. 1] is the largest drum and has the deepest and most powerful sound 
and is therefore used by the leader and first soloist of the ensemble. It is open at the 
bottom 

The "mbéng mbéng ball" and "mbéng mbéng " (Fig. 2] are both drums usually with 
similar characteristics, but the "ball" performs the "båkks" (arrangements] with the rest 
of the ensemble and the other has a central role on keeping the comping ["mbalax"). 
Both are open at the bottom. 

The "tungune" (Fig. 3) is one of the smallest drums in the ensemble but plays an 
essential role in the enrichment of the "mbalax.". They usually appear in pairs at the 
ensemble and have a voice of their own in the rhythm. 

 
The "lamb/nokoss/tulli" and "talmbat" (Fig. 4 and 5] are usually located at the base of 
the ensemble and are the only ones in which the player is seated, M´bas, probably due to 
the weight of the instrument. The "lamb" that can also be called "col" has it's own 
accompanying voice. It is the drum that produces the lowest sound and is in constant 
interaction and dialogue with the "nder". The "talmbat" in conjunction with the 
"nokoss" strengthens the rhythmic foundation of the entire ensemble and therefore 
fulfills an essential role in the group's sound. Both are closed bottom unlike the rest of 
the drums 
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